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Abstract

Background: Consumer wearable devices such as wristbands and smartwatches have potential application value in commu-
nicable disease surveillance.

Objective: We investigated the ability of wearable devices to monitor COVID-19 patients of varying severity.

Methods: COVID-19 patients with mobile phones supporting wearable device applications were selected from Dalian Sixth
People Hospital. Physiological parameters from the wearable devices and electronic questionnaires were collected from the
device wearing until 14 days post-discharge. Clinical information during hospitalization was also recorded. Based on
imaging data, the patients were categorized into the milder group without pneumonia and the more severe group with
pneumonia. We plotted the curves of the physiological parameters of the two groups to compare the differences and
changes.

Results: Ninety-eight patients were included in the analysis. The mean age was 39.6± 10.5 years, including 45 males
(45.9%). There were 24 asymptomatic patients, 10 mild patients, 60 moderate patients, and 4 severe patients. Compared
with the milder group, the more severe group had higher heart rate-related parameters, while the heart rate variability
(HRV) was the opposite. In the more severe group, the heart rate-related parameters showed a downward trend from 0
to 7 days after the fever resolution. Among them, the resting heart rate and sleep heart rate decreased on the 25th day
after the onset and were close to the milder group 1 week after discharge.

Conclusions: Consumer wearable devices have the potential to monitor respiratory infections. Heart rate-related parameters
obtained from these devices can be sensitive indicators of COVID-19 severity and correlate with disease evolution.

Trial registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT04459637.
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Introduction
COVID-19 has rapidly swept the world due to its extremely
high transmissibility and general susceptibility. This pan-
demic has had a profound impact on the global economy
and social interactions and has placed an immense burden
on the healthcare system.1 To date, the cumulative number
of reported cases has exceeded 700 million, with more than
6 million deaths.2 In this tough period, patient prioritization,
vigilant disease surveillance, and timely improvement of
patient care will prove invaluable in reducing mortality and
preventing the overwhelming depletion of medical resources.
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Although direct observation in the field can provide reli-
able care for patients, limited medical staff numbers will be
a major challenge. In addition, exposure to COVID-19
patients may place healthcare workers (HCWs) at high
risk of cross-infection.3

Most COVID-19 cases are mild4 or asymptomatic and
self-limited. Only a few cases progress to severe hypoxia,
respiratory failure, or death, which warrant considerable
attention and require proactive intervention. Previous prac-
tice in some countries has been to quarantine close contacts
and asymptomatic or mild cases affected individuals at
home, with hospital transfer only if the condition deterio-
rates. Given that the majority of patients are unable to
detect early disease progression and HCWs can’t provide
continuous surveillance for all individuals, this leads to an
underestimation of disease severity, delayed intervention,
and increased mortality. It is therefore imperative to identify
practical and effective approaches to address this problem.

As technology advances, consumer wearable devices are
becoming more cost-effective and versatile, allowing con-
tinuous monitoring of heart rate, sleep, physical activity,
pulse oxygen saturation (SpO2), etc. These parameters
have the potential to address the need for continuous and
remote monitoring of COVID-19. Previous studies have
used them to predict the onset and track the evolution of
this disease at the individual level5–8 or to assess the
strength of the epidemic.9 However, there is currently a
lack of prospective studies investigating the monitoring of
COVID-19 evolution and the triage of different severities.

In this study, we applied smartwatches and wristbands
for ongoing surveillance of COVID-19 patients during hos-
pitalization and quarantine periods to explore their ability to
assess the severity and evolution of COVID-19.

Methods

Subjects

Patients with COVID-19 hospitalized in Dalian Sixth
People Hospital from July 2020 to September 2020 were
screened. Eligible participants were from 18 to 75 years
old and met the diagnostic criteria for COVID-19 according
to the Chinese guideline.10 They had mobile phones and
could operate them on their own. Patients with severe
comorbidities who couldn’t take care of themselves or
cooperate were excluded. Detailed inclusion and exclusion
criteria are provided in the Supplementary Appendix 1
(Table S1). All subjects signed electronic informed
consent forms. The study protocol was approved by the
Ethics Committee of Peking University First Hospital and
was registered at www.ClinicalTrails.gov (NCT04459637).

Protocol

Firstly, patients scanned the QR code to obtain and sign the
electronic informed consent form and then installed the

APP of devices. After enrollment, they received smart-
watches (AMAZFIT, Huami, China) or wristbands (Glory
Bracelet 5, Huawei, China) along with usage instructions.
They were required to wear the devices and fill out the elec-
tronic symptom questionnaires every day until 14 days after
discharge. Physiological data, including heart rate, sleep,
SpO2, and activity, were collected.

All clinical information during hospitalization was docu-
mented, including demographics, hospital stay, symptoms,
time of symptom onset, physical and laboratory examina-
tions, radiographic information, disease severity, treatment,
and outcome. The compliance of patients was assessed
according to available data and questionnaires. To assess
the differences and changes between the two groups, physio-
logical parameter-time curves were drawn based on the onset,
fever cessation, or discharge day as day 0, respectively.

Wearable device monitoring system

The system consists of three main parts: wearable devices
(commercially available Huami smartwatches or Huawei
wristbands, which connect to smartphones via Bluetooth),
APPs, and cloud platforms. Patients were required to manu-
ally upload data to the platform by opening APPs at least
once each day.

Huami smartwatches andHuaweiwristbands used two inde-
pendent APPs and platforms developed by each company. The
Huami smartwatch monitoring system is composed of the
Huami smartwatch, the Amazfit APP, and the Amazfit health
management platform. Through continuous 24-h pulse wave
monitoring, we can get heart rate metrics such as resting heart
rate (RHR), average heart rate, sleep heart rate, and awake
heart rate. Monitoring activity throughout the day can provide
the step count and effective activity energy expenditure.
Overnight sleep monitoring can acquire parameters including
total sleep time, deep sleep time, and light sleep time.

The Huawei wristband monitoring system includes the
Huawei wristband, the Peking University First Hospital
Epidemic Monitoring App, which was specially developed
by the manufacturer for COVID-19 monitoring, and the
HUAWEI Research platform. Data on users’ sleep, activity,
and heart rate could be collected. Not quite the same as
Huami, Huawei wristbands provide real-time and continu-
ous monitoring of SpO2.

The validity of the devices used in the study or those of
the same manufacturer to measure physiological parameters
has been demonstrated in previous studies,11–15 with the
exception of SpO2. Authorized HCWs could view all the
information on both platforms.

Definition

1. COVID-19 was classified into five categories: asymp-
tomatic, mild, moderate, severe, and critical disease
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according to the Chinese guideline.10 Patients who have
a positive nucleic acid test, but no clinical symptoms are
considered to be asymptomatic. The mild patient has
minor clinical symptoms but no evidence of pneumonia
on imaging. The moderate patient has fever, respiratory
symptoms, and radiographic manifestations of pneumo-
nia. Symptoms or signs such as shortness of breath or
decreased pulse oxygen saturation are considered
severe. All of the patients were split into two groups,
the milder group consisting of asymptomatic and mild
patients, and the more severe group consisting of mod-
erate to critical patients, due to the unequal distribution
across the five categories and the lack of critically ill
patients in our study.

2. The day of symptom onset in patients with mild, mod-
erate, and severe disease and the day of positive
nucleic acid testing in asymptomatic patients were
defined as day 0 after the disease started. The 0th day
after the fever cessation referred to the date of fever
stop in mild, moderate, and severe patients and the
date of admission in asymptomatic patients. The dis-
charge date was defined as the 0th day after discharge,
and the 14th day after discharge was the end of
quarantine.

3. Patient compliance was evaluated using the accessible
physiological data and questionnaires. The ratio of
days with accessible data throughout the wearing
period to the total wearing days was used to define
the rates of analyzable data, which evaluated
wearing compliance. The electronic questionnaire
completion rate was the ratio of the actual days that
the electronic survey was actually completed to the
total wearing days. The period from the day the
patient began wearing the device to the 14th day
after discharge was referred to as the total number of
wearing days.

The specific definition of each physiological parameter is
shown in Table 1.

Data sources and data processing of wearable
devices

Wearable device companies retrieved physiological data
from their large database by mobile phone number or ID
number when patients registered for APPs. The data was
exported to Excel. The registration information came
from the electronic questionnaire that patients completed
at enrollment.

The researchers excluded abnormal data, such as heart
rates greater than 120 beats per minute (bpm) and less
than 30 bpm, and total sleep time greater than 600 min
and less than 240 min due to technical problems, or
factors like not wearing a wristband or smartwatch, high
activity affecting monitoring, charging, or upload failure.

Some data of total sleep times were manually corrected
based on the actual time to fall asleep and wake up
judged by the smartwatch.

When plotting, the limited amount of data on both sides
had an effect on data fitting and led to significant fluctua-
tions. This made trend observation difficult and susceptible
to bias. To decrease bias, data in each group underwent pro-
cessing, whereby the data corresponding to the dates with a
daily data volume of less than three cases on both sides
were excluded.

Statistical analysis

Continuous variables that conform to the normal distribu-
tion are expressed as the mean± standard deviation, and
the independent sample t-test is used for comparison
between the two groups. Continuous variables not conform-
ing to the normal distribution are expressed as quartiles, and
the Mann–Whitney U test is used for the comparison

Table 1. The specific meaning of each parameter from wearable
devices.

Parameter Interpretation

Average heart rate The mean heart rate of 24 h a day

Rest heart rate (RHR) The mean heart rate when a person is
awake and at rest

Sleep heart rate The average heart rate during sleep (the
sleep interval analyzed by the Amazfit
APP).

Awake heart rate The average heart rate during not
sleeping periods

Heart rate variability
(HRV)

The root mean square of RR interval
difference during sleep

Steps The total number of steps in a day

Effective activity
energy
expenditure

The activity energy expenditure of
moderate-intensity activity (fast
walking and slow walking with a
duration of more than 10 min judged
by the smartwatch as effective
moderate-intensity activity) and
high-intensity activity (running with a
duration of more than 5 min judged
by the smartwatch as effective
high-intensity activity). It was defined
as the product of activity intensity
[metabolic equivalent (MET) value]
and duration (minutes), and the unit
is MET-min.
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between the two groups. Statistical analysis was performed
using PASW Statistics 23 software. Graphs were generated
using GraphPad Prism 9.0 software.

Results

Characteristic

A total of 103 people were enrolled in the study. Out of
these, 71 patients used smartwatches, with one patient
refusing to sign the informed consent form. The other 32
patients used Huawei wristbands, and two of them had no
data due to an absent ID, while two had blank data since
there was no upload. Finally, 98 patients were included in
the analysis. The mean age was 39.6± 10.5 years, including
45 males (45.9%) (Table 2). There were 24 asymptomatic
patients, 10 mild patients, 60 moderate patients, and 4
severe patients. The observation period was from 2
August 2020 to 12 September 2020. The median time
from the onset of symptoms to wearing wearable devices
was 11 days, and the median time from admission to
wearing the devices was 10 days. The average length

of hospital stay for symptomatic patients was 20.1±
6.4 days and the average length of hospital stay plus quar-
antine was 34.1± 6.4 days. The length of hospital stay for
all patients was 18.5(14.0,23.3) [median(Q1, Q3)] days
and the length of hospital stay plus quarantine was
32.5(28.0,37.3) [median(Q1, Q3)] days. The mean values
of physiological parameters of the two groups during
hospitalization and quarantine periods are shown in
Supplemental material, Table S2 and Table 3.

Sleep data and average heart rate data were obtained
from 28 patients wearing Huawei wristbands and 70
patients wearing Huami smartwatches. The data of RHR,
sleep heart rate, awake heart rate, and heart rate variability
(HRV) were collected from 70 patients wearing Huami
smartwatches. SpO2 data was from Huawei wristbands.

Compliance

The rates of analyzable activity-related parameters, heart
rate-related parameters, HRV, sleep-related parameters,
and SpO2 collected by wearable devices were 68.1%,
62.6%, 43.7%, 56.2%, and 61.0%, respectively. The com-
pletion rate of the electronic questionnaire was 47.5%.

Table 2. Clinical characteristics of the study patients, according to disease severity.

Characteristic
All patients
(N= 98)

Milder groupa

(N= 34)
More severe groupb

(N= 64) P-value

Age (years), mean± SD

39.6± 10.5 37.2± 11.3 40.9± 9.9 0.10

BMI (Kg/m2), mean± SD

24.2± 4.2 22.9± 4.0 24.9± 4.1 0.02

Sex(male), n (%)

45(45.9) 19(55.9) 26(40.6) 0.15

Hospital stay(day)

18.5± 6.5 17.0± 6.8 19.3± 6.2 0.09

Smoking history, n (%)

Never smoked 86(87.8) 27(79.4) 59(92.2) .07

Former /Current smoker 12(12.2) 7(20.6) 5(7.8)

Comorbidity, n (%)

Hypertension 7 7

Diabetes 6 6

(continued)
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Table 2. Continued.

Characteristic
All patients
(N= 98)

Milder groupa

(N= 34)
More severe groupb

(N= 64) P-value

Cancer 1 1

Chronic liver disease 1 1

Tuberculosis 1 1

Sjögren’s syndrome 1 1

Symptoms on admission, n (%)

Cough 25 6 19

Sore throat 12 2 10

Fever 11 11

Fatigue 7 7

Dyspnea 6 6

Sputum production 5 1 4

Myalgia 4 4

Diarrhea 2 2

Nasal congestion or runny nose 2 1 1

Headache 1 1

Chest pain 1 1

Symptoms during hospitalizion, n (%)

Fever 37 4 33

Vital signs on admission

Temperature (°C),median(Q1, Q3) 36.7(36.4, 37.0) 36.6(36.3, 36.9) 36.8(36.4, 37.0)

Heart rate(bpm),mean± SD 85.4± 15.2 85.5± 12.9 85.4± 16.4

Respiratory rate(bpm),mean± SD 18.3± 1.1 18.1± 1.0 18.4± 1.2

Systolic blood pressure(mmHg),median(Q1,Q3) 130.3(118.0, 140.0) 133.4(122.3, 142.0) 128.7(116.0, 137.0)

Diastolic blood pressure(mmHg), median(Q1, Q3) 86.6(76.8, 93) 88.1(77.0, 100.3) 85.7(75.0, 92.0)

SpO2(%), mean± SD 97.5± 1.2 97.9± 0.7 97.3± 1.3

a Milder Group included 24 (24.5%) asymptomatic patients and 10(10.2%) mild patients according to Chinese Diagnosis and Treatment Protocol for Novel
Coronavirus Pneumonia (Trial Version 6).
b More Severe Group included 60(61.2%) moderate patients and 4(4.1%) severe patients.
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Table 3. Physiological parameters of two groups of patients during quarantine period.

Milder group (N= 34) More severe group (N= 64) P-value

Average heart rate (bpm), median(Q1,Q3)

74.0(68.0,79.0) 76.0(71.0,82.0) ＜0.001

RHRa (bpm), mean± SD

62.3± 6.1 63.6± 6.1 0.008

Awake heart rate (bpm), mean± SD

80.6± 8.0 82.9± 9.6 0.001

Sleep heart rate (bpm), mean± SD

63.7± 7.8 65.0± 7.6 0.03

HRVb(ms), median(Q1,Q3)

93.3(78.9,110.3) 87.1(72.1,101.2) 0.002

Steps (step), median(Q1,Q3)

978.0(220.0,2556.5) 2367.0(735.5,6057.5) ＜0.001

Effective activity energy expenditure (MET-min), median(Q1,Q3)

0(0,48.8) 16.0(0,131.5) ＜0.001

Total sleep time (mins), mean± SD

447.0± 97.1 468.6± 88.9 0.003

Deep sleep time (mins), mean± SD

130.2± 45.5 148.5± 54.1 ＜0.001

Proportion of deep sleep (%), mean± SD

29.3± 8.9 31.8± 10.0 0.001

Light sleep time (mins), mean± SD

288.5± 86.4 287.8± 76.6 0.92

Proportion of light sleep (%), mean± SD

64.7± 12.0 61.7± 11.2 0.001

SpO2(%), median(Q1,Q3)

97.0(96.7,97.3) 96.9(96.6,97.2) 0.30

a RHR: Resting heart rate.
b HRV: Heart rate variability.
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Physiological parameters after the onset of disease

Taking the onset day as day 0, average heart rate, RHR,
awake heart rate, and sleep heart rate of the more
severe group were higher than those of the less severe
group (Figure 1(a)–(c)). RHR and sleep heart rate in
the more severe group showed a decreasing trend on
day 25 after disease onset, as determined by using the
local weighted regression method for data fitting
(Figure 1(e) and (f)). After disease onset, HRV was
greater in the milder group than in the more severe
group (Figure 1(d)).

In the more severe group, steps and effective activity
energy expenditure were greater than in the milder group
(Figure 2). Steps in the more severe group showed a signifi-
cant upward trend on day 14 after disease onset
(Supplemental material, Figure S1(a)). The more severe
group exhibited significantly greater deep sleep time and
proportion of deep sleep, while the proportion of light
sleep was reversed (Figure 3). However, there were no sub-
stantial differences in total sleep time and light sleep time
between the two groups.

Physiological parameters after the fever cessation

Taking the day of fever relief as day 0, average heart rate,
awake heart rate, sleep heart rate, and RHR showed signifi-
cant fluctuations in the more severe group, whereas the
curves of heart rate-related parameters in the milder
disease group were rather flat (Figure 4(a)–(d)). These para-
meters showed a downward trend about 0–7 days after fever
cessation and were close to those of the milder group, then
they gradually increased and were higher than those of the
milder group (Figure 4(e)–(h)). Overall, during hospitaliza-
tion, heart rate-related parameters except HRV were higher
in the more severe group compared to the milder group
(Supplemental material, Table S2).

Patients in the more severe group had more steps and
effective activity energy expenditure during hospitalization
(Supplemental material, Figure S1(c) and (d)). Steps in the
more severe group increased over time until they gradually
declined on day 19 after the fever stopped (Supplemental
material, Figure S1(b)). The differences in sleep-related
parameters after the fever cessation were similar to those
after the disease onset (Supplemental material, Figure S2).

Figure 1. Curves (a–d) and scatter plot (e–f) of heart rate-related parameters after the onset of disease in two groups. The 0 point on the
abscissa is the date of onset. Data are presented as mean± standard error. The local weighted regression was used to fit the data.
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Physiological parameters after discharge

During the 14-day post-discharge quarantine period, average
heart rate and awake heart rate were still higher in the more
severe group than in the milder one (Supplemental material,
FigureS3(a), Table 3). Sleep heart rate and RHR of the more
severe group decreased and were close to those of the milder
group approximately 1 week after discharge (Supplemental
material, Figures S3(b), (c), (e), (f)). HRV was still higher
in the milder group in this period (see Supplemental material,
Figure S3(d), Table 3).

Steps and effective activity energy expenditure during
the quarantine period were still greater in the more severe
group than in the milder group (see Supplemental material,
Figure S4). Sleep-related measures in both groups were
comparable to those after the termination of fever
(Supplemental material, Figure S5).

Discussion

Principal results

This study showed that consumer wearable devices can be
used to monitor the severity and evolution of COVID-19,
heart rate-related parameters have the potential to serve as
indicators of COVID-19 severity and correlate with
disease progression and recovery. The implications of this
finding are significant for the effective management of
respiratory infectious diseases during the pandemic. The
use of these devices enables remote monitoring, protecting
HCWs from direct exposure to COVID-19 patients.
Furthermore, such findings may help stratify patients
based on severity, thereby facilitating tailored care.

The use of these devices for early disease prediction and
monitoring of disease progression appears justified. It is

Figure 2. Curves of activity-related parameters after the onset of disease in two groups. The 0 point on the abscissa is the date of onset.
Data are presented as mean± standard error.

Figure 3. Curves of sleep-related parameters after the onset of disease in two groups. The 0 point on the abscissa is the date of onset. Data
are presented as mean± standard error.
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well known elevated RHR is associated with the inflamma-
tory response of the immune system caused by infection.
Previous studies have shown that RHR may be a more sen-
sitive marker for early diagnosis of COVID-19, as patients
admitted to medical facilities were more likely to have an
abnormal heart rate (>100 bpm) (43.1%) than fever
(30.7%).16 Several studies have established models for pre-
dicting SARS-CoV-2 infection or monitoring symptoms
using one or more physiological parameters from consumer
wearable devices.5,6,8,17–21 Mishra et al. found abnormal
increases in RHR before the onset or disease diagnosis.6

Allison Shapiro et al. also found physiological data from
consumer wearable devices showed an increase in RHR
around the onset of symptoms.19 Natarajan et al. showed
that patients’ heart rates increased abnormally around the
time of onset, began to decrease 1 week after onset, and
returned to baseline around the 21st day after onset.5 In

their later study of long COVID,22 they observed that
RHR (the average heart rate during sleep) undergoes three
distinct phases: (a) a rise during the onset of symptoms
with an average peak increase relative to baseline, (b) a sub-
sequent decline, reaching a minimum approximately 13
days after symptom onset, and (c) a subsequent increase,
culminating in a second peak around 28 days after
symptom onset, returning to baseline levels on average
about 112 days after symptom onset. Similar changes
were seen in the study by Radin et al.23 In our study, we
observed a significant decrease in RHR and sleep heart
rate in the more severe group at day 25 after onset,
similar to the third stage of RHR change found by
Natarajan et al. Probably because our sample size was
small and our observation period was not long enough,
the pattern of RHR changes found by Natarajan et al. was
not fully represented in our study.

Figure 4. Curves(a–d) and scatter plot (e–h) of heart rate-related parameters after the fever cessation in two groups. The 0 point on the
abscissa is the date of fever cessation. Data are presented as mean± standard error. The local weighted regression was used to fit the
data.
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In addition, heart rate is closely related to temperature
and was found to increase by 8.5 bpm for every 1°C
increase in body temperature.24 It can be concluded that
when the body temperature is normal, the heart rate will
also drop. This change was also monitored by wearable
devices in our study, the average heart rate, RHR, awake
heart rate, and sleep heart rate were associated with
disease change and show a downward trend as fever
stops. In our study, there was a higher proportion of fever
in patients with more severe disease, both on admission
and in hospital, and therefore a correspondingly higher
heart rate in the more severe group.

Interestingly, approximately 1 week after the resolution of
the fever, heart rate-related parameters in the more severe
group decreased to the lowest level, comparable to that of
the milder group, before gradually increasing. The later
increase in heart rate may be due to increased activity levels
in the more severe patients, possibly as a result of increased
daily walking during recovery.25 Additionally, the average
heart rate and awake heart rate increased abnormally on day
0 (discharge day) and day 14 (end of quarantine day), while
the sleep heart rate and RHR remained unchanged. This phe-
nomenon seems to be related to the patient’s transfer into and
out of the hospital on those 2 days. Thus, RHR and sleep heart
rate may be more reliable for disease monitoring.

As for HRV, our findings suggest its usefulness in asses-
sing disease severity. HRV may reflect autonomic nervous
system function and is associated with inflammation.26–32 A
meta-analysis of 2238 patients from 51 studies showed a
negative correlation between HRV and inflammatory
response.33 Consistent with these findings, our study
showed COVID-19 patients with more severe symptoms
had lower HRV levels. It indicated that HRV monitored by
smartwatches may help differentiate COVID-19 patients of
varying severity. Previous studies found that decreases in
HRV as measured by smartwatches have been linked to the
onset and worsening of COVID-19.7,34 Natarajan et.al
found RMSSD exhibits a similar three-stage temporal evolu-
tion as RHR, except that the phase is reversed, that is, when
RHR increases, RMSSD decreases and vice versa.22

However, contrary to previous research, we found no
dynamic changes in HRV with the progression and exacerba-
tion of the disease. This may be due to the less severe patients
and shorter observation periods in this outbreak.

In addition, our results suggest that step monitoring may
be more useful for activity monitoring and rehabilitation
guidance,35 rather than disease monitoring, due to the
variety of external factors that influence step count.
Within our study, it was observed that more severe patients
had higher step counts than those with milder conditions,
and their steps showed a notable upward trend during hos-
pitalization. Subsequent telephone follow-up with these
patients revealed their engagement in daily walking exer-
cises within the ward. This phenomenon is likely due to
the increased attention and encouragement provided by

HCWs, resulting in a greater emphasis on rehabilitation
efforts. The low values in the steps of the two groups
may be due to the fact that these subjects were in the quar-
antine hospital and their activities were somewhat
restricted. However, in our study, the sleep pattern is con-
trary to previous studies which have shown that sleep
quality in COVID-19 patients is negatively correlated
with severity.36 The explanation may be that more severe
patients engage in more activities, which may improve
sleep quality through exercise.37,38 In addition, previous
studies have shown that consumer wearable devices may
overestimate the user’s deep sleep time, and our devices
may also have such a problem, resulting in a high propor-
tion of deep sleep in all patients.14,39,40

Limitations

Our study has some limitations, the first being the inability
to compare physiological data before and after the onset.
The main reason for this is the sudden outbreak which
made device delivery challenging. The second is unsatisfac-
tory compliance with the wearable devices, which is similar
to previous studies in which the data collection rate varied
from 47.5% to 72.3%.41,42 The third is that patients over the
age of 75 were excluded due to concerns about their ability
to operate the mobile application. Finally, despite the
importance of SpO2 for COVID-19 indicator,43 because
of the limited number of patients who measured SpO2

and the lack of published study of measuring validity, its
correlation analysis with disease severity was not
performed.

Conclusions
In conclusion, this study demonstrated that consumer wear-
able devices can be used to monitor COVID-19 patients of
varying severity and suggests the potential of wearable
devices for disease self-monitoring in the general popula-
tion during a future respiratory pandemic. RHR and sleep
heart rate obtained from these devices may be sensitive
indicators of COVID-19 severity and correlate with
disease evolution. HRV may be more sensitive to differen-
tiate the severity of COVID-19. Sleep structure was also
correlated with the severity of the disease. In addition, phys-
ical activity was related to the severity of the disease but
influenced by other factors, so it is more suitable for activity
monitoring and rehabilitation guidance.
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